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Melbourne luthier Michael De Luca’s 
handmade instruments have that 
rare ability to look familiar and 

comfortable yet radical and unique at the same 
time. He combines traditional touches with a much 
more individualistic approach and ends up with 
instruments that manage to sidestep the “Huh… 
that looks like a…” syndrome that plagues many 
small builders. The NC-11H is a clear example of this 
clear design.

HOLLOW, BABY!
The soul of the NC-11H is its chambered 

Mahogany body with a carved, book-matched 
Flame Maple top. The carving is bold and defined – 
which can be far trickier to execute than a smooth, 
rounded carve – and the Flame Maple is beautifully 
book matched with a nice three-dimensional grain. 
The controls are inset too, which adds another 
layer of workmanship and finesse. The set neck 
is made of three pieces of Mahogany and joined 
to the body in a comfortable heel that leaves as 
much shredding space available as possible. The 
fretboard is Macassar Ebony with elegant Art 
Deco-approved inlays made of Mother of Pearl and 
Abalone. Look closer and you’ll notice that there’s 
Curly Maple binding on the neck and natural Flame 
Maple binding on the body top, both of which 
offset the body and neck woods nicely. 

The NC-11H’s neck profile is based on the 
traditional “U” shape but with a twist: it’s carved 
to a thinner depth for enhanced playability. 
The tuners are chrome metal Gotoh units with 
adjustable tension tuner buttons at a 16:1 ratio. 
The fretboard radius is 12 inch, which is flat 
enough for some pretty extreme bends but still 
curvy enough for comfortable chording – it takes 
quite a bit of work indeed to try to get a note to 
fret out. The scale length is a Gibson-like 24.75 
inch, which keeps the playing feel nice and slinky, 
as does the bone nut, which seems to carefully 
coax the string into doing what it’s told to do. It 
certainly helps in staying in tune when you slam 
those bends. The bridge is a Schroeder Stoptail 
model, which comes stock with an 11 inch radius 
but is easily adjustable for 10 inch or 12 inch. 
It’s a top-wrapping system made of lightweight 
aluminium with stainless steel screws and clips 
and brass saddles. It also has a little cosmetic dip 
in the metalwork at the back end which follows a 
similar contour to the fretboard inlays and pickup 
surrounds – another nice example of the visual 
continuity De Luca puts into his designs. 

The pickups are a pair of hand-wound DELM 
D50B series humbuckers, encased in Flame Maple 

surrounds that echo the shape of the fretboard 
inlays. These might be a bit of an acquired taste 
for some players – they certainly look a lot 
different to traditional plastic or chrome pickup 
rings, and they give the guitar a slight Jerry 
Garcia vibe. But they feel great if you’re one of 
those players who likes to anchor their hand on 
a pickup ring for fast passages. The pickups are 
paired with a three-way toggle switch, a master 
tone control, and a master volume control with 
a treble bleed circuit designed to maintain 
high-end clarity when you roll the volume knob 
down. This is a great feature for those players 
who like to achieve their clean tone by backing 
off the amount of power with which the guitar 
is slamming the amp’s input. But if you find 
yourself preferring the warmer, slightly muffled 
effect of a regular volume control without the 
mod, it’s easy enough to remove. You probably 
won’t want to though. 

TONE TIME
The NC-11H sounds vibrant and clear when 

unplugged, with a really impressive sustain 
profile. Plug it in and it exhibits much of the 
same character, but with a little something extra 
courtesy of the pickups. Depending on how you 
attack the strings it can sound either jangly and 
angular or smooth and gentle. The neck pickup 
has a nice rounded feel which reminds me a 
little of the Seymour Duncan Seth Lover or 
DiMarzio 36th Anniversary: that PAF-inspired 
juiciness which gets more full-bodied when 
you dig in hard, or becomes thinner and more 
single coil-like if you play softly. The bridge 
pickup is similar: it has a clear top end which 
rolls off right before becoming harsh, and the 
low end is just thick enough to provide some 
wallop but is light enough to keep your tone 
from becoming too woofy. 

The treble bleed is a nice touch. If you’re 
plugged into a decent tube amp you’ll be able 
to go from a full-bodied roar to a brighter, 
more ringing semi-overdrive or pushed-clean 
sound with just a flick of the wrist. It’s a very 
interactive guitar, bubbling over with overtones 
and dynamics, and the treble bleed really lets 
you take advantage of this. 

THE BOTTOM LINE
Like the NC-11A we reviewed recently, the NC-

11H is a beautiful Australian-made guitar with 
unique looks, great craftsmanship and a sound 
of its own. Because Delm can build to order you 
don’t have to go for a guitar with these exact 

specs, but I can’t imagine why you’d want to: this 
one nails everything it’s going for so well that 
every element feels perfectly in balance. 

DELM NC-11H
LuTHIEr MIcHAEL DE LucA cOMBINEs TrADITIONAL TOucHEs WITH 
A fLAIr fOr THE uNIquE. THE Nc-11H Is A cHAMBErED MAHOgANY 
BEAuTY WITH sOuL AND sTYLE. BY PeTeR HodgSoN

 WHAT WE RECKON
PROS

 Distinctively unique

 Brilliant playability

 Very high build standards

CONS
 Pickup surrounds are an acquired taste

 Pickup selector may be hard to reach in a hurry

 Tricky 22nd fret access

CONTACT
DELM Guitars
0402 637 045
www.delmguitars.com

FEATURES
• Mahogany body with flame Maple top
• Mahogany neck
• Macassar Ebony fingerboard
• 22 Jumbo Nickel/silver frets
• gotoh 16:1 ratio - machine heads
• Delm D50B series pickups
• schroeder stoptail tailpiece and bridge
• Electronics: volume, tone, 3-way toggle switch, high  
 pass filter

PRICE: $4000


